Customer Support

Note: Please do not contact Customer Support for hints / codes / cheats.

Internet: support.activision.com

Our support section of the web has the most up-to-date information available. We update the support pages daily, so please check here first for solutions. If you cannot find an answer to your issue, you can call us at the phone number below.

Note: All support is handled in English only.

Phone: (800) 225-6588

Phone support is available from 7:00am to 7:00pm (Pacific Time) every day of the week.

Please see the Limited Warranty contained within our Software License Agreement for warranty replacements. Our support representatives will help you determine if a replacement is necessary. If a replacement is appropriate we will issue an RMA number to process your replacement.

Ice Age™ Continental Drift: Arctic Games Part No. XXXXX

Don't Lose This Number!

This key code is required to fully use Ice Age™ Continental Drift: Arctic Games.
**Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games**

**Photosensitive Seizures**
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video games.

These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking nearby objects.

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; play in a well-lit room; and do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor before playing.

**ESRB Game Ratings**

The Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) ratings are designed to provide consumers, especially parents, with concise, impartial guidance about the age-appropriateness and content of computer and video games. This information can help consumers make informed purchase decisions about which games they deem suitable for their children and families.

ESRB ratings have two equal parts:

- **Rating Symbols** suggest age appropriateness for the game. These symbols appear on the front of virtually every game box available for retail sale or rental in the United States and Canada.

- **Content Descriptors** indicate elements in a game that may have triggered a particular rating and/or may be of interest or concern. The descriptors appear on the back of the box next to the rating symbol.

For more information, visit [www.ESRB.org](http://www.ESRB.org)
INTRODUCTION
When Manny's Herd and Captain Gutt's Pirate Crew come across a hidden treasure trove, there's only one way to settle on who gets it - a round of Arctic Games! Pick your side and compete in a series of events to determine who gets to walk away with the prehistoric plunder!

MAIN MENU

Story Mode: Pick a side and follow the story. Compete in events to determine the winner.

Free Play: Play your favorite events, one at a time. Leaderboards let you track your highest scores against yourself or friends.

Tournament: Play through all the events against a friend in a hot-seat competition.

Options: Choose your Language, adjust various Settings, or view the Credits.

EVENTS, CHARACTERS AND CONTROLS

BOB-SMASHING

Herd: Manny
Goal: High Score
Instructions: Smash through targets and ice pillars while collecting acorns and avoiding the other team's Ice Walls. Go faster to earn extra points.

CONTROLS:
← → or A and D: Steer Left / Right  Spacebar: Speed up

GLACIER HOPPING

Herd: Diego
Goal: Fastest Time
Instructions: Run, jump and slide across an obstacle course while avoiding dangers like the icy water and swinging coconut nets.

CONTROLS:
← or A: Make character walk backwards
→ or D: Run forward  Spacebar: Jump
抑 or S: Slide down icy ramps

COCONUT SLINGSHOT

Herd: Peaches
Goal: High Score
Instructions: Load your coconuts and aim at the targets in this test of accuracy. The Green targets are the closest and easiest to hit so they are worth the least points, while the hard-to-hit Red targets in the back are worth the most points.

CONTROLS:
Hold Spacebar: Adjust power of shot ← → or A and D: Aim Left / Right
Release Spacebar: Fire

Pirate: Captain Gutt
Acorn Bonus: Points

Pirate: Shira
Acorn Bonus: Time

Pirate: Raz
Acorn Bonus: Points


**Mountain Drift**

**Herd:** Granny  
**Pirate:** Gupta  
**Goal:** Fastest Time  
**Acorn Bonus:** Time  

**Instructions:** It’s a race to the finish down the side of the snowy mountain! Weave back and forth through the gates as you try to reach the bottom as fast as possible. You’ll get a time penalty for missing gates, but a bonus if you hit all the gates in a group.

**Controls:**  
← → or A and D: Steer Left / Right  
Tap Spacebar: Pump / Speed Up  
↑ or W: Crouches

---

**Shell Slide**

**Herd:** Sid  
**Pirate:** Squint  
**Goal:** High Score  
**Acorn Bonus:** Points  

**Instructions:** Players take turns in this game of skill, seeing how close they can get their shells to the center of the target. Collecting acorns will give you a small score boost, but the best scores come from landing your shells on the bullseye. Scores can change since you can knock shells around and only the positions after the final one has been thrown count.

**Controls:**  
← → or A and D: Steer Left / Right  
Hold Spacebar: Adjust / Set Power  
Release Spacebar: Throw Shell

---

**Scrat Cannon**

**Herd:** Ellie / Scrat  
**Pirate:** Flynn / Scrat  
**Goal:** High Score  
**Acorn Bonus:** Points  

**Instructions:** In this game of distance, you’ll be launching Scrat from the Pirate’s ship to see how far he can go! Try your very best to get him to reach the finish line. Pump up the cannon and take control of Scrat to guide him from one bouncy target to the next. Can you get him all the way to the end?

**Controls:**  
→ ← or A and D: Steer Left / Right  
Tap Spacebar: Boost launching power  
Hold Spacebar: Adjust / Set Power  
Release Spacebar: Throw Shell

---

**Ice Smash**

**Herd:** Diego  
**Pirate:** Shira  
**Goal:** Fastest Time  
**Acorn Bonus:** Time / Smashing Power  

**Instructions:** In this vertical speed challenge, contestants must smash their way through the icy cave to reach the bottom as fast as possible. Run left and right to find the weak spots in the ice but be mindful of the slippery floor.

**Controls:**  
← → or A and D: Steer Left / Right  
Spacebar: Smash
STYLE JUMP

**Herd:** Sid  
**Pirate:** Squint  
**Goal:** High Score  
**Acorn Bonus:** Points

**Instructions:** Big air and big tricks describe this event - get as much speed as you can by pumping your arms, jumping for the perfect takeoff, and striking cool poses during hang time to do as many tricks as possible. Match the button sequences shown to do cool tricks, but be careful to land in the right position or you’ll end up wiping out.

**CONTROLS:**

- Tap Spacebar: Speed Up  
- or S: Duck  
- or W: Jump

SLIP SLIDE

**Herd:** Ellie  
**Pirate:** Captain Gutt  
**Goal:** Fastest Time  
**Acorn Bonus:** Time

**Instructions:** Pure speed is needed here, as the teams take turns racing down the inside of a glacier cavern to see who can reach the bottom the fastest. Hitting snow piles will slow you down, but the Speed Boost arrows are there to give you quick bursts of speed.

**CONTROLS:**

- or A and D: Moves Left / Right  
- Spacebar: Speed Up

PREHISTORIC PLUMBER

**Herd:** Scrat  
**Pirate:** Scrat  
**Goal:** Longest Time  
**Acorn Bonus:** Time

**Instructions:** Scrat’s luck has run out again - he’s inches away from his prize but it’s all in danger because the ice wall is breaking apart! See how long you can help Scrat last by helping him plug up the leaks as they appear.

**CONTROLS:**

- W / S / A / D: Moves Left Paw  
- or A and D: Moves Right Paw  
- Q and E: Move Scrat Left or Right
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